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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where did the information from today come from? 

http://star.ehe.osu.edu/
http://www.voyagersopris.com/curriculum/subject/literacy/building-early-literacy-and-language-skills/overview


● Understand the significance of  print knowledge, 
phonological awareness, and oral language for 
the development for emergent literacy.

● Review research in emergent literacy instruction.
● Learn what we need to teach young children to  

improve emergent literacy development in 
children from birth - age 5.  

Objectives: Participants will...



• Oral Language
• Speaking and listening

• Phonological Processing
• Conscious awareness and ability to manipulate sound structures of words

• Print Knowledge
• Concepts of print
• Alphabet knowledge
• Being a writer

What We Need to Teach Young Children



Gough & Tunmer, 1986
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which of these skills are we teaching in preschool?We are using oral language and listening skills so that they can later produce . . . We are teaching phonological awareness



We are building foundational skills that will ease the 
transition to formal reading instruction.

We are NOT teaching young 
children to read.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask them to stand up if they think they are 



• Emergent literacy skills are the specific abilities and 
interests that children acquire before they become 
conventional readers.

• Early experiences with books provide opportunities to 
develop critical emergent literacy skills.

Emergent Literacy is an Initial Step on the 
Pathway to Reading Achievement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is this so important?Promote language:Pick words from books that are richer than those we use in our conversational environments.  Our home language is pretty deficient.  We don’t finish sentence or thoughts.  The language kids are exposed to is often times very deficient.  Provide exposure to the coderich, creative exposure to the code that makes it interesting



Teaching Print Knowledge -
Print Meaning, Letters, Words, Book 

Organization 



● Pretending to Write
● Pretending to Read
● Naming Letters
● “Reading” Print in Environment 
● Writing Own Name 
● Asking Questions about Print 

What does ‘early literacy’ look like in a young 
child?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is this so important?Promote language:Pick words from books that are richer than those we use in our conversational environments.  Our home language is pretty deficient.  We don’t finish sentence or thoughts.  The language kids are exposed to is often times very deficient.  Provide exposure to the coderich, creative exposure to the code that makes it interesting



Without explicit support to attend to 

and learn about print, children have 
relatively little interactions with print

even in ‘literacy-rich’ activities.
- Dr. Laura Justice, OSU



● Book and Print Organization
● Print Meaning 
● Letters 
● Words

Print Knowledge: 
Four Dimensions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Print Knowledge (4 Dimensions)Book and print organization - page order, title, top and bottom of the page, print direction, the author, illustrator, book coverLetters - Names of letters, the idea that letters are what words are made from, uppercase and lowercase letters.  Print meaning - Print carries meaning. Print is different than pictures.  Print has specific rules.  Print has a function.  Words - letters make up words.  What is a word in print?  Say, show me one word.  Words are made up of letters.  Written words map to spoken words. What is a word?  It is a combination of sounds that map to meaning.  It is difficult to define.  These four dimensions of knowledge collectively lay an important foundation for later achievements in both reading and spelling. Measurements collected of young children’s knowledge across these different dimensions show that their cumulative knowledge about print is one of the more reliable and robust indicators of the ease with which they will progress as readers (Hammill, 2004; Morris, Bloodgood, Lomax, & Perney, 2003; Schatschneider, Fletcher, Francis, Carlson, & Foorman, 2004). 



Alphabet knowledge has been shown to be among the best 
predictors of later word reading.

Initial research has shown that print-concept knowledge can 
predict later reading comprehension.

Why Is Print Knowledge Important?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Print knowledge is greatly influenced by the environments in which children are raised and, by extension, is an aspect of development that can be readily influenced by modifications to the environment.



Children with limited knowledge about 
print enter kindergarten already behind 
in reading development

Children with solid knowledge of the forms and 
functions of print will find it relatively easy to 
learn to read.

Why Is Print Knowledge Important?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are working on print because it is something that is easy to enhance and improve their knowledge using simple techniques.  These kids who have this exposure find it easier to learn to read later.  We can make changes in kids skills with lasting benefit.  It does not mean we don’t teach other things, like phonological awareness.  This is in addition to that.  Slow development of print knowledge can compromise their short-term developments in literacy and their long- term success in reading.



For every additional point received on the 
Letter ID subtest of Ohio’s Kindergarten 

Readiness Assessment, child’s odds of passing 
third-grade reading test increase by 23%

37% of entering kindergartners with 
poor literacy skills will pass the third-

grade reading test

Why Is Print Knowledge Important?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you were all 4 year olds.  Half of you know 0 letters, and the other half has really great print knowledge and knows 15 letters.  Then, as a researcher, I would follow you for 4 years, until 3rd grade.  OSU just did a study, LARK, that followed 1000 4 year olds.  Then they later test your reading achievement (3rd grade).  The students who knew 15 letters proved in more than 50 studies, to be better readers in 3rd grade.  It does not mean that those who don’t know letters can’t be good readers.  It means that that probability is such that they will be poor readers.  It doesn’t mean you can pull a kid and drill them on 15 letters, and therefore they will succeed later.  The kids who know their letters because of a print rich environment are the ones who will succeed later.  The kids who knew 15 letters, on average, are different than the kids who knew no letters.  They had more exposure to a lot of print, instruction, and experiences with print.  It is not superficial exposure to letters ONLY.  



Any discussion about print requires metalinguistic awareness.  
Ask questions such as...
● Why do we read books? 
● There are three words in the title. 
● The title of this book is ‘Froggy Gets Dressed’
● This letter is F
● What kinds of things do you find in a book?
● Letters work hard. The same letter helps to make different words. 
● Who can show me all the S's on this page?

Develop Metalinguistic Awareness



1. Print-rich book

2. Explicit discussions 
about print

3. Scope and sequence 
of instruction

Ingredients:

Teaching Print Referencing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For print referencing to be optimal you need these 3 ingredients . . .



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a page from Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus, by Mo Willems.  The print on this page is very significant.  Why?The large, bold print stands out to students, and implies that the pigeon is screaming. Also, the word BUS is repeated. The print extends across two pages.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the book, The Small, Small Pond, by Denise Fleming, notice how the word plunge is written. What do you notice about the print on this page?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a look at this page from the book, I Stink, by Jim McMullan.  If you asked a preschool class - “Are there any words on this page that you can read?” What do you think they would say?  Why?What other unique print features do you see?



Take a minute and 
explore your book. 
Are there features 

of the book you see 
that could help you 
teach about print? 

Print-Rich Books have 
interesting features 

about print to discuss!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pass out the folders, 1 to every 2 people. Don’t look at the handouts in the folder, just look at the book.  



STAR Dialog Typical Style

The title of this book is “Vegetable Soup” What do you think this book is about?

What do you think this word is? This book is about a garden.

Yep, that says ‘carrot’ on that garden marker. Here he’s got a shovel. 

Look at these tiny words here. They say ‘tomato’ 
and ‘peas’ What’s he digging up? 

Ingredient 2: Explicit Discussions About Print

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the two columns, noting the difference between STAR dialogue and traditional dialogue about print.  Compare and contrast the STAR dialogue and typical dialogue about print awareness.  (This is an Explicit Instruction strategy, btw)Turn and Talk with your Shoulder Partner about your observations.Star dialogue and typical dialogue are alike because…STAR dialogue and typical dialogue are different because… 



22
HIGH SUPPORT

FREE DOWNLOAD!  
https://star.ehe.osu.edu/file/201

7/06/STAR-CARDS-
2017_FINAL_7.24-1.pdf

STAR Cards (for parents and 
teachers) give specific and 
differentiated instructional 
sequences and questions for 
each  of the 30 books in the 
STAR curriculum.

STAR Cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STAR cards are available free on the OSU and Crane Center websites.  There are sets for parents and teachers.  They are differentiated! High-support strategies:Use these with children who are struggling with a specific concept or task and need support to be successful.Low-support strategies:Use these with children who are finding a specific concept of task relatively simple and need to be challenged.

https://star.ehe.osu.edu/files/2017/06/STAR-CARDS-2017_FINAL_7.24-1.pdf


Each book has two STAR 
cards.

30 print-rich storybooks to 
read aloud.  

What You Need to Participate in STAR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The School-Home Connections Log to document your reading and share with families (either photocopy or keep on display)

https://star.ehe.osu.edu/files/2017/06/STAR-CARDS-2017_FINAL_7.24-1.pdf
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